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	PrintButton1: 
	OwnerName: 
	OwnerRole: 
	OwnerTel: 
	OwnerEmail: 
	OwnerPic: 
	InnovationPic1: 
	SupportingDoc: 
	Discipline: 
	Opco: 
	Title: 
	Repeatability: Vario Guard is used on other major road project and can easily be adopted.
	Time: Saving time lost through injury and subsequent disruption.


	What is it?: M25 S2 have installed 50 vecu-stop terminals on the varioguard at high risk locations as determined by TSCO to improve the existing safety of workers and general public. 
	Location: 
	Sector: 
	Project: 
	Client: 
	Type: 
	What is it?: Improving H&S: The crash cushion reduces injuries from head on collision  where a member of the public may drift into an entrance or exit in the works.
Improving Working Environment: Vecu-stop allows more working space available as a ramped end needs to be flared into the working space 
	What is it?: The vecu-stop crash cushions work by reducing the head on impact on the vario guard by absorbing the energy through a series of interlinked tubes which crunch up when hit, stopping the vehicle within a controlled distance, whereas a rampted end can launch a vehicle into the air.
	What is it?: The cussion assembly would need replacing following significant impact, which would require a lane closure to facilitate replacement.
	What is it?: As these units are approved by the manufacturer and are provided by Asset, their UK agents, there is no need for design approval or loss of waranty issues.
	Collaboration: 
	Recognition: 
	HandS: Reduction of risks to those working adjacent to live traffic.

Reduced injuries in a collision.

Saves lives.
	Cost: Cost of saving a life cannot be measured.
	Quality: Assured product, meeting manufactures standards.

Visibly supports, best industry, best practice

More working space


	SustEnv: Product redily avaiable.
	JourneyTime: Safer travel into and out of site by workers

	Influence: 



